A Message from the President

As I set out to write this letter, we have just finished four days of celebration commemorating our 50th anniversary. I was heartened to see so many alumni return. To hear their stories. And to see leaders from the local community come out to support us. It’s the people that make this place so special, and people involved with Prescott College – over the past 50 years and today – are passionate about PC, and passionate about the mission and philosophy of education that serves as a foundation for everything we do.

I’m convinced more than ever that what we have here is something out of the ordinary: the best of an intimate small liberal arts college campus community, plus the flexibility to meet people “where they are” physically or spiritually in life through our hybrid distance programs that provide the same mission-based, high-quality, self-directed, experiential education.

While we have a proud history of innovation, it’s no secret that Prescott College has also had its challenges. But we never gave up. We always came back. We are the comeback college.

Instead of being torn apart by difficult times and hard decisions, our faculty, staff and trustees came together. As we begin our second half-century, I can say with great confidence that we have gotten our house in order and we are here to stay.

• We have balanced our budgets and are adding cash to the reserves.
• Our fall enrollment for resident undergraduate students was up for the first time in five years, and projections for next fall are even higher.
• We have renewed our commitment to resident undergraduate programs while also preparing new structured professional programs for fall 2017 in areas such as sustainable business management where we already have student interest and accreditation approval.

Our goal is doubling enrollment over the next five years.

We are benefitting today from the hard work of so many people over the last 50 years. Thank you. And thank you for the privilege of stewarding this amazing institution.

As we draw inspiration from our founding and history this year, I – we all – must look forward with hope to the next 50 years.
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A distinctive tradition in higher education begins: First Wilderness Orientation.

The historic Sisters of Mercy Hospital building becomes a center for operations near the heart of downtown Prescott.
The Center for Place- and Nature-Based Early Childhood Education

Children learn best through experiencing the world around them, but unfortunately there have been a number of cultural trends that mean young people are spending less time in nature and are less physically active than ever. Children’s lives are being lived more in the digital realm and their educations are becoming more academically focused earlier and earlier. Research demonstrates the importance of nature and other direct experiences with the environment in young children’s development and education. Not only do more early childhood practitioners need training in this area, but more research should be done to help understand the most effective ways to design and implement quality place- and nature-based early childhood education programs.

To this end, Prescott College established a Center for Place- and Nature-Based Early Childhood Education in 2016 with a $100,000 grant from the George B. Storer Foundation. Building on the strong foundation that already exists in the College’s Environmental Education, Environmental Studies, and Education departments, we set out to train pre-service and new teachers in developmentally appropriate nature-based pedagogy in early childhood education through an overhaul of our Early Childhood Education curriculum.

A second purpose of the Center is to provide professional development for current early childhood educators, both professional and para-professional, in place- and nature-based early childhood education through hosting an annual, weeklong Summer Institute. A third goal of establishing the Center is to study and conduct high level research on the effectiveness of place- and nature-based early childhood education through graduate student fellowships, in order to add to current professional knowledge in the field with the end-goal of exporting such knowledge to other institutions engaged in preparation of early childhood educators.

In the first year the College redesigned the Foundation course for the Early Childhood Education program at the bachelor’s degree and post-grad certificate level to include a unit on place- and nature-based education. In addition to adding that unit, themes of place- and nature-based education were woven throughout the entire course, and a class called Children in Nature was added to the required Early Childhood Education course sequence.

Twenty-eight people – white, Latino, and Native American – attended the first Summer Institute that introduced current early childhood educators and students in Prescott College teacher preparation programs to the concepts of place- and nature-based education. The week incorporated presentations...
by several environmental and early childhood educators and a Navajo Elder. It had significant experiential components including a model classroom and a culminating project at the local zoo. Participants collaborated on lesson planning and presentation of place- and nature-based experiences for approximately 17 community children participating in the Zoolittles program at the Heritage Park Zoological Sanctuary.

In addition to the highly successful Summer Institute, the College submitted the refocused Early Childhood Education program for reapproval to the Arizona Department of Education. The first Storer Fellow, one of our Ph.D. students, began data collection for a research project on the effects of including place- and nature-based pedagogy on student engagement and classroom culture, with further research planned on the effectiveness of this pedagogy on student achievement.

With an invitation to apply for second-year funding through the Storer Foundation, the College is planning to hire a dedicated faculty person and has begun conversations with two local school districts and the county educational service agency to provide professional development on place- and nature-based early childhood education.
Collaborative Conservation at the Kino Bay Center

For 40 years, hundreds of students and a dozen dedicated Prescott College professors have been studying and collecting ecological information in the Estero Laguna La Cruz (the Estero). Through experiential and applied learning, they collected valuable data on the Estero’s waterbirds, plants and invertebrates. The Prescott College Kino Bay Center for Cultural and Ecological Studies was founded in 1991 (currently celebrating its 25th anniversary in tandem with Prescott College’s 50th), creating a base for faculty and students to make a long-term contribution to research and conservation in the Midriff Island region of the Gulf of California.

The Estero provides important primary productivity to adjacent marine waters and is the nursery grounds for many of the important fisheries species upon which the local economy depends. The Estero also has cultural importance for both the residents of the adjacent town of Bahia de Kino and the Comcaac indigenous group. Estuaries in the Gulf of California have not historically received the protection that corresponds to their value, and Laguna La Cruz is no exception.

In the 1980s, the development of shrimp aquaculture surrounding the Estero provided large profits to commercial companies while leaving behind staggering environmental impacts and little to no economic gain for local communities. In the mid-1990s, the Kino Bay Center developed an environmental education program in local schools and began facilitating after-school ecology clubs. The children who participated in these programs became catalysts in their communities, sharing their excitement about the turtles, crabs, birds, fish, and mangroves of the Estero with their families and friends. Through this enthusiasm, the residents of the Kino Bay area began to play an active role in learning about and caring for the Estero. Two decades later, public concern for the Estero, backed by compelling scientific data, made it clear that further steps could be taken to protect the area.

In 2012, the Kino Bay Center organized a conference on Legal Tools for the Protection of Estuaries in Mexico. This conference brought community members, students, and academics together with environmental lawyers and government officials to consider the best strategies for legally protecting the Estero. It was concluded that the first step would be to designate Laguna La Cruz as a Ramsar Site, which is no small feat.

The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands resulted in an international treaty that provides international protection for wetlands which: support 20,000 or more waterbirds regularly; support one percent of the population of a species or subspecies of waterbirds; and support one percent of the population of a wetland-dependent non-avian animal species.

Though these numbers may seem daunting to prove, four decades of research by Prescott College professors and students along with thousands of community members provided the proof that Laguna La Cruz meets all of the criteria above, and more! The Kino Bay Center submitted the application in 2012, and in 2013, Laguna La Cruz was declared an official Ramsar site.

The Ramsar declaration brought government attention to the Estero and designated Prescott College, the University of Sonora, and the National Commission for Natural Protected Areas (CONANP) as responsible parties for the management of the site. In 2015, these organizations created a community committee to develop plans for sustainable use and protection of the Estero based on their deep knowledge of the region. Around 40 community members have implemented conservation projects of their own design, including cleanups, turtle monitoring, water temperature measurement, ecotourism efforts, environmental education, and more.
The story of Laguna La Cruz embodies the Kino Bay Center’s vision of modeling and promoting collaborations between people from different cultures and institutions to co-create solutions to complex conservation challenges. The combined efforts of students, teachers, researchers, fellows, community members, and government agents build upon each other toward more sustainable relationships between the ecosystems and human communities of the Estero. Though there are sure to be challenges in the future, this new collaborative network of support will strive to ensure that the Estero can play a cultural and ecological role in Kino Bay for years to come.
In 2007 and 2008 an open committee of students, staff and faculty came together to explore research-based ways to increase student diversity at Prescott College. The conclusion: first, start with curriculum that will attract students from a broader range of backgrounds. Next, train existing employees and hire new faculty members of diverse ethnicity and backgrounds. Finally, market programs with need- and merit-based financial aid.

For some time the Resident Undergraduate faculty had discussed offering on-campus graduate programs. The College issued a call for proposals to develop on-campus master’s degrees that would provide accelerated paths into graduate studies from existing undergraduate programs. Departmental committees of undergraduate and graduate faculty members convened, researched the skills that potential employers were looking for related to each academic area, and proposed programs of study to develop those skills.

The on-campus Master of Arts in Social Justice and Human Rights (SJHR) was the first of these proposed programs to be offered to students starting in 2013.

“During the research phase, we found incredible consistency in what organizations were looking for in potential employees. No matter if we called a group of environmental lawyers or a domestic violence advocacy group, they wanted people who could think about societal issues critically, work with others cooperatively, and have on-the-ground experience,” says faculty member in SJHR, Zoe Hammer.

Building on the basic concept and long-term success of Wilderness Orientation with undergraduates, the SJHR faculty developed a community-based “urban orientation” based in Los Angeles. Just like new undergraduate students brought into the wilds of nature, SJHR students are brought to the wilds of LA where they are put into situations where they are challenged, have to rely on one another, and are exposed to the experiential community-based learning that they will be expected to engage in throughout the rest of their course of study at Prescott College.

Students collaborate in groups of two or three to complete mini-internships with different organizations. This is where they spend half of their time; researching and organizing real projects directed by community organizations working for social justice. In the most recent class of incoming students a pair worked for the Center for Study of Political Graphics researching and creating a timeline of campaigns against police brutality from across the globe throughout the past 200 years. The timeline is part of an exhibit that will tour the U.S. and contributes to a broader global campaign for criminal justice reform.

The other half of their time is spent visiting a variety of NGOs, learning about their missions and studying their practices in community organizing, advocacy, and direct service.

“LA is really the perfect learning lab for this type of work. It is a truly global city where the social and environmental impacts of modern urbanization and globalization are concentrated,” Zoe says. “It’s also a
place where groups that have historically been at odds, like labor groups and immigrant rights organizations, are starting to come together in ways they never have before. We’re seeing it more and more and it’s important for our students to learn these new strategies for collaboration.”

Offering structured professional graduate programs that provide hands-on skill development and real-world training, no matter the subject area, has proven an effective way to attract more and diverse students. The hybrid Master of Science in Counseling has been the fastest growing program at Prescott College. Currently, the SJHR curriculum is also being built out in hybrid form to make it accessible to students who cannot afford to move to Prescott.

Another method of making a PC education more attractive and affordable is the four-plus-one accelerated master’s degree option. SJHR has served as a pilot in which first-time undergraduates enroll in on-campus Cultural and Regional Studies and begin work on their master’s degree in the junior or senior year for no added cost. They graduate with two degrees within five years with little or no cost added for the Master of Arts degree.

An impressive (by Prescott College standards) 55 percent of SJHR students identify themselves as persons of color. Additional efforts to increase faculty diversity, incorporate diversity into the First Year Experience and infuse a diversity of authors, artists and cultures studied in all subject areas at the undergraduate level has helped turn on-campus undergraduate diversity numbers in a more culturally reflective direction. Only 12 percent of students identified themselves as persons of color in the on-campus undergraduate program in 2009. That figure has reached 30 percent in 2016.

“There is still work to be done in all programs,” says Provost Paul Burkhardt. “We need to review and diversify all curricular offerings. We also need to hire more ethnically diverse faculty and staff and improve academic support and career services for all students.”
2015-2016
BY THE NUMBERS

Statement of Activities

REVENUES 2015-2016
Net tuition $11,096,279
Grants and Contributions $1,575,526
Investment Income $12,352
Auxiliary Service $944,121
Other Income $1,207,612
Total Revenue $14,835,890

EXPENSES 2015-2016
Instruction $5,054,945
Academic Support $1,317,656
Student Services $2,243,483
Institutional Support $2,669,618
Auxiliary Service $1,345,027
Other Expenses $1,982,312
Total Expenditures $14,613,041

Total Change in Net Assets $222,849

Enrollment by Program
* Fall Semester Enrollment

Who Gives to Prescott College
For the Liberal Arts, the Environment, and Social Justice

PERCENT OF TOTAL DOLLAR CONTRIBUTIONS

62 %

ORGANIZATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
True Endowment

Endowed Scholarship Recipients

- Arts & Letters Writing and Literature: Amanda Pekar '17
- Arts & Letters Writing and Literature: Jasmine Pruitt '16
- Bev Santo: Megan Berry '16
- Bondeson: Aileen Hardcastle '17
- Bondeson: Lara Matthews '16
- Boyce: Jasmine Parra '18
- Boyce: Ankur Singh '17
- Dorothy Ruth Ellis: Isaura Lira-Greene '18
- Dugald Bremner: Michael Revele '18
- Ebarb Group: Suzanne Morse '16
- Ebarb Group: Elizabeth Schwartz '16
- Goodman: Nicolas Delli Paoli '16
- Haide Koskinen: Kelly Muller '16
- Haide Koskinen: Lauren Twohig '16
- Hearst: Nisto Ramon '18
- Helen R. Wright: Rebecca Kates '19
- Hulmes Legacy: Suzanne Morse '16
- James Merit Stuckey: Melissa Winter '16
- KAKATU: Kurt Andersen '15
- KAKATU: Martha Campbell '17
- KAKATU: Joanah Estey-Edwards '17
- KAKATU: Gerald Johnson '16
- Kelly Megan Stack: Daniela De Guzman '17
- Kelly Megan Stack: Rebecca Kates '19
- Kelly Megan Stack: Natasha Riccio '18
- Kemp-Garcia: Claire Reardon '17
- Knaup Family: Allison Kucher '15
- Knaup Family: James Minor '16
- Knaup Family: Emma Owecke '18
- Maas/Morris: Leslie Anderson-Ryan '15
- Mariano: Aliyah Keuthan '19
- Merrill Windsor: Megan Berry '16
- Merrill Windsor: Alyssa Young '17
- Quitobaquito: Nisto Ramon '18
- Quitobaquito: Aldea Lewis '16

15.5% Alumni 7% Board of Trustees 7% Parents 5.5% Friends 3% Faculty and Staff
Donor Recognition

Whether you attended Prescott College or are a friend who has come to know this community of likeminded individuals in another way, your investment makes you a partner in our mission to educate students of diverse ages and backgrounds to understand, thrive in, and enhance our world community and environment. THANK YOU for investing in our long-term resilience!

Charles Franklin Parker Legacy Society (Have named PC in will or beneficiary designation)
Anonymous (8) • Richard Ach '73 • Jim Antonius • Betsy Bolding • Dan and Sue Boyce • Brad and Ruth Bradburn • Susan N. Coleman Trust • James Decker '99 • Jess Dods '70 • Mark Dorsten '99 • Henry A. Ebarb '84, '09 Decedent's Trust • Kristi '96 and Dale Edwards • Albert Engleman • Dan and Barbara Garvey • Mark '73 and Gwen Goodman • Doug Hulmes '74 • Hulmes Family Legacy • Dean and Verne C. lanier • David Meeks '73 • Kathryn "Kate" Hughes Rinzler • Tom Robinson '73 • Erieha H. Scott • The Secundy Family • Marjory and Frank Sente • Lee Stuart '75 • James Stuckey and Beverly Santo '84 • Andrew Sudbrock '91 and Elizabeth Clayton '91 • Dr. Frank and Linda Tikalsky • Mary Trevor '95 and Toni Kaus • Manuel A. Valenzuela '70 • Karen Williams McCreaey '75 • Merrill Windsor • Nora Woods • Fulton Wright Jr. • Sharon Yarborough '73 • Ken and Diane Ziesenheim

Honor Roll of Donors Fiscal Year July 1, 2015, through June 30, 2016

Gold and Turquoise Circle $10,000 and Above
Anonymous (3) • Josephine Arader • Lee Caldwell '73 and Marcus Randolph • Cattle Track Arts and Preservation • Susan N. Coleman Kino Bay Scholarship Fund at the Arizona Community Foundation • Corporation for National and Community Service – AZ Program • Peter and Melissa Evans • Ty Fitzmorris '10 • John Flicker • The Ford Family Foundation • Frankel Family Foundation • Leo & Rhea Fay Fruhman Foundation • George B. Storer Foundation • Douglas Hulmes '74 • KAKATU Foundation • J.W. Kiekhefer Foundation, John Kiekhefer • The David and Lucille Packard Foundation, Carol Larson • Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust • The Walton Family Foundation • Ken and Diane Ziesenheim

President's Circle $5,000-$9,999
Thomas Barry '92 • Jesse King '75 and Lisa Capper '75 • Cleo A. Bluth Charitable Foundation • Raytheon Company • Gordon Schwartz and Patricia Carr • Sugahara Foundation • National Park Service (US Dept. of Interior) • Michael '78 and Julie Zimber

Humphrey’s Peak Society $2,500-$4,999
Anonymous, in honor of Peter Stewart and his dedication to this cause and in honor of Rick Brusca • Boyce Family Charitable Fund - Daniel and Suzanne Boyce • Lee and Mike Cohn • The Anne Sterling Dorman '74 LGBT Fund of Horizons Foundation • Dr. Henry Ebarb '84, '09 and Lisa Raikkenon '84 • Terry and Cathleen Eckhardt • Neville and Patricia Henry • Stephen Huenemur '73 • Margaret and Robert Huskins • US Fish and Wildlife Service • Robert and Barbara Mariano • David '73 and Grace Meeks • Karen G. Meltzer • Stephan Meyer and Sharon Salveseter • Susan M. Rudin • Gerald and Donna Secundy • Peter and Margie Stern • John Van Domeal • James and Judith Walsh • James and Linda Wilson

Thumb Butte Society $1,000-$2,499
Anonymous • Association of American Colleges and Universities • Blain and Peg Butter • Sam Campana and Dr. Lee Ansel • Douglas Clendaniel '07 • Coalition for Compassion & Justice • Jane A.S. Cook • Lake Puett '75 and Rod Davis • Jennifer Duberstein • Noble Gable Jr. • Christine Griffin Geering '74 • Melanie D. Guldman '74 • Lydia Stevens Gustin • Alan Kemperer III • Lucy Khoury • Peter Leibold and Elizabeth McCloskey • Elizabeth Lette • Ellen Masson • David Mazurkiewicz '97 and Carrie Bluth '97 • Lorayne Meltzer, in honor of my Dad who believes in economic incentives for conservation, and in honor of my brother Robert Meltzer on his birthday • Tom and Cookie Obsitnik • Mary Orton • Michael and Ruth Rooney • Peter '75 and Gillian Roy • Andrew Small '91 • Carla Smith, in memory of Paul Smith • James and Mary Smith, in memory of Paul Smith • Dr. Lee Stuart '75 • Dr. Marilyn Vache '72 • Mary Whitney '14 • Dr. Karin Zachow '74 and Jim Kirwan • Martin Ziebel '07

Founder’s Club $500-$999
Anonymous • Max Armour '95 and Louise Kyhlstedt • Geoffrey S. Barnard and Diane Vosick, in honor of Lorayne Meltzer • Will Beckett '69 • Jay Beckner and Eileen Sweeney • Paul Burkhardt and Zoe Hammer • Cathy Church • Sara '74 and Dan Connor • JoAnn Copperud • Jay Cowles '75 and Page Knudsen Cowles • Steven Curley '98, in memory of Paul Smith • Imogen Dal '05 • Tom Donovan '94 and Kristine Preziosi '97 • Edith Duberstern • Aaron '96 and Rose Lake • John Leslie and Barbara Clarke • Arthur Levitt Jr. • Lewellan Donation Fund • Robert J. Martin • Jim Antonius • Betsy Bolding • Dan and Sue Boyce • Brad and Ruth Bradburn • Susan N. Coleman Trust • Charles Franklin Parker Legacy Society (Have named PC in will or beneficiary designation) • Mary Trevor '95 and Toni Kaus • Manuel A. Valenzuela '70 • Karen Williams McCreaey '75 • Merrill Windsor • Nora Woods • Fulton Wright Jr. • Sharon Yarborough '73 • Ken and Diane Ziesenheim

Bradshaw Mountains Club $250-$499
Richard Ach '73 and Carey Behel • Arizona Native Plant Society, Prescott Chapter • Alexander Barron '98 • Charles Brooks '74 • Michael and Susan Burksky • Scott and Patricia Campbell • Richard and Doris Cellarius • Ryan Christensen '03 • Elizabeth Cornish '04 • Phoebe Dameron '94 and Jason Richard Ach '73 • Kathryn "Kate" Hughes Rinzler • Tom Robinson '73 • Erieha H. Scott • The Secundy Family • Marjory and Frank Sente • Lee Stuart '75 • James Stuckey and Beverly Santo '84 • Andrew Sudbrock '91 and Elizabeth Clayton '91 • Dr. Frank and Linda Tikalsky • Mary Trevor '95 and Toni Kaus • Manuel A. Valenzuela '70 • Karen Williams McCreaey '75 • Merrill Windsor • Nora Woods • Fulton Wright Jr. • Sharon Yarborough '73 • Ken and Diane Ziesenheim

Anonymous (3) • Josephine Arader • Lee Caldwell '73 and Marcus Randolph • Cattle Track Arts and Preservation • Susan N. Coleman Kino Bay Scholarship Fund at the Arizona Community Foundation • Corporation for National and Community Service – AZ Program • Peter and Melissa Evans • Ty Fitzmorris '10 • John Flicker • The Ford Family Foundation • Frankel Family Foundation • Leo & Rhea Fay Fruhman Foundation • George B. Storer Foundation • Douglas Hulmes '74 • KAKATU Foundation • J.W. Kiekhefer Foundation, John Kiekhefer • The David and Lucille Packard Foundation, Carol Larson • Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust • The Walton Family Foundation • Ken and Diane Ziesenheim

THANK YOU for investing in our long-term resilience!
In-Kind Gifts
Estate of Roy Lichtenstein • Debbi Deuser • Karyn and Paul Fennel • Matthew and Leigh Ann Frankel • Alan Greenland, Buck's Smoked BBQ • Nancy Haan • Joanne Oellers '08 • Peter Sherman • Frank and Linda Tkalisky • Clare Walker Leslie • David Winkler

Lifetime Giving to Prescott College

Silver Society $1M-$2.499M
Corporation for National and Community Service

Onyx Society $500,000 – $999,999
Anonymous (1) • The Charles F. Kettering Jr. Family • The Walton Family Foundation

Azurite Society $250,000 – $499,999
Richard Achi ’73 and Carey Behel • American Foundation • Arizona Board of Regents • Jonathan and Evelyn Clowes/Clowes Fund, Inc. • David ’73 and Grace Meeks/KAKATU Foundation • Dean M. Lanier Charitable Remainder Unitrust • Helios Education Foundation • National Science Foundation • The David and Lucile Packard Foundation • John Van Domen

Garnet Society $100,000 – $249,999
Anonymous (3) • Julie Bonideson • Daniel and Suzanne Boyce, Boyce Family Charitable Fund • Merilee Caldwell ’73 and Marcus Randolph • D.A. and V. Ruth Bradbury Family Foundation • CAP Charitable Foundation • The Christensen Fund • Peter DeSorcy • Anne Dorman ’74 • The Dougherty Foundation • Dr. Henry Ebarb ’84, ’89 and Lisa Raikko ’84 • Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) • Ty Fitzmorris ’10/The Raven Café & Peregrine Bookstore • Mr. and Mrs. Hawley • The William Randolph Hearst Foundation • Hemera Foundation • James Hughes and Jacqueline Merrill • Ross and Sylvia Hulmes • Margaret T. Morris Foundation • Eleanor and Scott Petty • Gerald and Donna Secundy • William and Susan Small • Mr. Clarence F. Stanback • Suzanne Tito • Norman ’11 and Carol Traeger Foundation • Wallace Research Foundation: RSM McGladrey, Inc. • James and Linda Wilson • Nora L. Wood • Fulton Wright Jr. and Nancy Wright

Copper Society $50,000 – $99,999
Anonymous (5) • BHP Billiton Matched Giving Program • Barbara Black • Betsy Bolding • George Bullard • Susan N. Coleman Kino Bay Scholarship Fund at the Arizona Community Foundation • Compton Foundation • Educational Foundation of America • Charles and Julia Eisenrath • Ellis Center for Educational Excellence • Peter and Melissa Evans • John Flicker, The Riverbend Fund • Matthew Frankel, Frankel Family Foundation • Leo and Rhea Fay Fruhman Foundation/Joe and Beverly Goldman • Dr. Dan and Barbara Garvey • The Glynn Family Trust • Thomas and Holley Hancock • Doug Hulmes ’74 • The Kears Family • John Kieckhefer/J.W. Kieckhefer Foundation • Jesse King ’75 and Lisa Capper ’75 • Marianne Knaup • Lifeworks Foundation • Marisa Fund of the Orange County Community Foundation • Mary Patricia and David H. Lehman • National Park Service • Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust • Quitoobaquito Fund • Reed Family Foundation • Rockefeller Brothers Fund • Donald and Barbara Sweeney • Merrill C. Windsor • The Winarski Family • Mark and Laura Yockey • Michael ’78 and Julie Zimmer

Turquoise Society $25,000 – $49,999
Anonymous (2) • Margaret Antilla • Josephine Arader ’07 • Fred Arndt and Betsy Braybury-Arndt • The Berman Family • Scott and Jan Bittner • Cleo A. Bluth Charitable Foundation • Douglas and Jean Boyd • Paul Burkhardt and Zoe Hammer • Coconut Joe • The Columbia Association, Inc. • Anna S. Cook, Madison Stack UGMA • Jay Cowles ’75 and Page Knudsen Cowles • The Crowell Trust • The Diekel Family • Joseph and Sally Dorsten • Reuben J. Ellis and Linda L. Dove • The Exxon Education Foundation • Frost Foundation • Heartspring Foundation • Robert H. Kieckhefer Fund at the Arizona Community Foundation • The Lovejoy Family • John and Cristi Ludwig • Robert and Barbara Mariano • David and Marylin McCarthy • Letitia “Tish” Morris ’79 • Florence Nelson • M. Chris Overby ’73, M.D • Robert Perry • Jay and Evelyn Piccinati • Jerry and Jackie Pierce • Frank and Linda Plaut • Quinby Family Foundation • Raytheon Matching Gift Program • Tom Robinson ’73 and Joan Wellman • Sturgis Robinson ’75 and Sarah Jones • Sierra Club Foundation • Peter and Margie Stern • The Sugahara Family, Sugahara Foundation • Bazy Tankersley • United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) • United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) • United States Geological Survey (USGS) • Margaret and Fulton Wright • Xerox Foundation • Ken and Diane Ziesenhen

For corrections, contact the Advancement Office at development@prescott.edu or (928) 350-4505
Prescott College celebrates its 50th anniversary this year. Since its founding, the College has pioneered innovations that many other schools have adopted over time. We were recently named one of the top ten most innovative small schools in the country, outranking the likes of Colgate, Amherst, Haverford, Scripps and others. Some of the innovations that continue to be signature components of a Prescott education include:

**Interdisciplinary Curriculum**
Solutions to global social and economic problems require collaborative work bringing together approaches from different disciplines. Rather than traditional academic departments that fracture and contain knowledge in silos, faculty members work together as one body supporting six interdisciplinary areas of study: Adventure Education, Arts & Humanities, Global Studies, Education, Environmental Studies & Sustainability, and Human Development & Counseling.

**Field- and Community-based Experiential Education**
Prescott College was the first school to deeply integrate the outdoor education and experiential learning approaches developed by Kurt Hahn and Outward Bound into higher education. More than just learning by doing, effective experiential education is an intentional process of group and individual goal setting, plan development, experience, and reflection that builds and integrates skills, knowledge, ethics and character. Prescott is the only college to be accredited by the Association for Experiential Education as a whole college: all degrees, all deliveries, and all degree levels.

**Self-directed, Competency-based Education**
Each Prescott College student is responsible for his or her own education. Guided by this principle, we allow students to co-create their individualized programs of study with their faculty. This approach to experiential learning requires students to set learning objectives; to plan learning activities; to reflect on their experiences; and to document, demonstrate, and evaluate their learning. To graduate, students must demonstrate competence not only for prescribed general education and departmental learning outcomes for their interdisciplinary degree area, but also for the individualized outcomes they have set for themselves.

**Wilderness Orientation**
New students in the Resident Undergraduate Program participate in a month-long Wilderness Orientation that builds community and introduces them to experiential education at Prescott College. This introduction is critical to success throughout the self-directed, interdisciplinary, experiential degree program; it also develops practical camping, small group process, and leadership skills that prepare students for other field- and community-based learning activities throughout their four years.

**Limited-Residency Delivery of Professional and Liberal Arts Learning**
In 1978, Prescott College translated its experiential approach to liberal arts learning into one of the first hybrid distance education programs in the nation. In this “limited-residency” model students learn through individualized, one-to-one work with mentors in their home communities. Students also travel to Prescott for on-campus orientations and colloquia. Most learning is conducted at a distance from Prescott College, but in close relationship with mentors and faculty advisors.

The Emergent Model
Over the last several years, Prescott College’s faculty has completed a Comprehensive Program Review. We developed a plan for the future of our curriculum that is firmly rooted in our history, values and traditions, but that adapts to better equip our diverse learners to address the challenges of the new century. The Emergent Model centers on an interdisciplinary set of required Core Curriculum courses that supports each student’s academic and career success. All students must demonstrate their competence through a new e-portfolio system that allows them to showcase their learning and accomplishments to future employers and graduate schools.

To read a more in-depth explanation of the Prescott College Innovations visit the 50th Anniversary web page at prescott.edu/50.
A “Culture of Philanthropy”

In this context, culture is defined as an organization’s core values, beliefs, and behavior norms. The word philanthropy comes from the Greek words philos, meaning loving, and anthropos, meaning humankind; combined, these roots express “love of humanity.”

We pride ourselves on maintaining ideals of social and environmental resiliency, expressing our love for all who inhabit this earth, human or “other,” through conservation, community and political action, volunteerism, and so much more.

To be a part of Prescott College is to understand, thrive in, and enhance our world community and environment. We regard learning as a continuing process and strive to provide an education that will enable students to live productive lives while achieving balance between self-fulfillment and service to others.

Thank you for investing in Prescott College and joining us in our mission to change the world for the better!